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Abstract

Single forces are often observed in the source mechanism of volcanic seismic-

ity. However, their underlying causative processes are still doubtful. The

reliability of single force observations must be assessed, prior to analysing

them in terms of physical mechanisms. Using numerical examples, we show

that source mislocation and velocity mismodeling lead to strong spurious

single forces. Layering in the velocity model produces converted S-waves and

source mislocations modify the wavefield at the free surface (mainly through

converted S- and surface waves). However, these waves can also be accu-

rately reproduced in a homogeneous model by adding a vertical single force

in the source mechanism, which mainly generates S-waves for large take-off

angles. Hence approximate velocity models can lead to the appearance of

strong single forces in source inversions. We conclude that, in moment ten-

sor inversion, while single forces can be used in some cases to accommodate

mismodeling errors, they cannot be reliably used to infer physical processes.
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1. Introduction1

Moment Tensor Inversion (MTI) is an extensively used tool to charac-2

terize the source mechanism of seismic events. When applied to volcanic3

seismicity, such as Long Period events (LP, with a main period of 1s here)4

(e.g. Kumagai et al., 2002; Lokmer et al., 2007; De Barros et al., 2011), Very5

Long Period events (VLP, with a main period of 20s here) (e.g. Ohminato6

et al., 1998; Chouet et al., 2003) and tremors (Davi et al., 2012), the result-7

ing mechanisms usually exhibit a strong volumetric component (see Chouet8

and Matoza, 2013, and references therein). In earthquake seismology, MTI9

is usually limited to the reconstruction of the 6 components of the Moment10

Tensor (MT) of the equivalent point source, but in volcanic applications the 311

components of Single Forces (SF) are usually added (Ohminato et al., 1998).12

The recovered SFs often have strong amplitude (e.g. Ohminato et al., 2006;13

De Barros et al., 2011).14

15

As shown by theoretical considerations (e.g., Takei and Kumazawa, 1994)16

or by laboratory experiments (e.g., James et al., 2004), SFs can be gener-17

ated by mass transfer or by viscous fluid movement in the volcano. They are18

usually interpreted in terms of magma upwelling in conduits when observed19

in volcanic seismicity (Chouet et al., 2003; Ohminato et al., 2006). SFs have20

therefore been used to strongly constrain the source processes of the volcanic21

seismicity. However, as shown firstly by Ohminato et al. (1998) and Chouet22

et al. (2003), and later by Bean et al. (2008) and De Barros et al. (2011),23

uncertainties in both source location and velocity structure can lead to the24
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reconstruction of strong spurious SFs.25

26

LP and VLP events are found to be shallow, in the first kilometer be-27

low the surface (see e.g. Chouet et al., 2003; De Barros et al., 2009; Inza28

et al., 2011). The upper part of the volcanic edifice is made of compliant and29

weathered materials, leading to low and highly heterogeneous seismic veloc-30

ities (e.g., Chouet et al., 1998; Mora et al., 2006; Cauchie and Saccorotti,31

2013). However, the detailed velocity structure is usually poorly known,32

hence homogeneous velocity models are commonly used when calculating33

Green’s Functions (GFs) in MTI. This simplification is generally justified34

by the use of long wavelengths (especially for VLP), which are similar to35

the propagation distances. However, the lack of knowledge of the velocity36

structure leads to uncertainties in source location (particularly for the depth37

parameter) for joint location and MT inversion (Lokmer et al., 2007) or loca-38

tion only (De Barros et al., 2009). It is now well documented that MTI can39

suffer from a badly constrained velocity model (Jousset et al., 2004; Bean40

et al., 2008; Kumagai et al., 2011), especially for the highest frequency (LP).41

However, for both LP and VLP cases, it is not clear yet if SF should be42

included or not in the inversion, and if they can be unequivocally interpreted43

as physically present.44

45

The aim of this paper is to numerically investigate why errors in the46

velocity model and in the source locations generate apparent source related47

SFs, and as a consequence, if it is meaningful to infer a physical process from48

SFs. We will first show on synthetic data computed in models of Mt Etna (De49
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Barros et al., 2011) the effect on SFs of slight velocity modeling and sources50

location errors. We then simplify the problem in order to be able to identify51

the different waves responsible for the SF reconstruction, and generalize our52

findings to all frequency ranges.53

2. Single forces in synthetic tests54

Bean et al. (2008) showed that mismodeled complex media can have a55

detrimental effect on MT solutions for shallow volcanic sources. They sug-56

gest using stations as close as possible to the source. For this reason, a57

high-resolution experiment was undertaken on Mt Etna in 2008, including58

30 stations within 2 km of the source area. De Barros et al. (2011) performed59

a MTI of the LP events recorded by this network. Here, using the same set-60

up, we compute synthetic data and GFs using the full wavefield elastic lattice61

algorithm of O’Brien and Bean (2004), including the topography of Mt Etna62

with a 40 m grid step. The GFs are calculated for a homogeneous model63

(V p0=2000 m/s,V s0=V p0/
√

(3), ρ=2300 kg/m3), for a 400 m deep source.64

Synthetic data are computed for two cases: 1) velocity mismodeling case: a65

200 m layer (Vp=1600 m/s) following real Mt Etna topography over a half-66

space with a 2400 m/s velocity; and 2) mislocation case: the homogeneous67

velocity model is used and the source location is misplaced by 120 m down-68

ward and by 90 m horizontally. The source has a 1 Hz Ricker wavelet time69

function and a vertical crack ([3,1,1] ×5 1012 Nm) mechanism.70

71

The MTI is performed in the frequency domain, with a fixed source lo-72

cation. In both cases (see fig. 1), and because of the exceptional number of73
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stations in the close proximity of the source, the source time function (STF)74

and the mechanism of the MT are quite well reconstructed, unlike the ampli-75

tudes. The amplitudes are in fact inversely proportional to the velocity (eq.76

4.29, Aki and Richards, 2002). A slight time shift exists between the STFs of77

the different MT components, but the decomposition leads to a near perfect78

[3,1,1] solution in both cases. The accuracy of the MT solution is ensured79

here by the exceptionally dense network (De Barros et al., 2011). However,80

strong SFs appear, with amplitudes reaching more than 5.5 109 N. SFs are81

mainly in the vertical direction for the velocity mismodeling case, and are82

inclined for the source mislocation case. Note that an amplitude of 109 N83

from the SF source and of 1012 Nm for a MT source lead to seismic waves84

of the same order of magnitude when the radiation pattern is neglected (see85

eq. 4.27 and 4.28 in Aki and Richards (2002)). Hence, even in such a simple86

case, both location and velocity mismodelings give rise to strong spurious87

SFs.88

3. Origin of single forces89

To understand the relationship between the mismodeling and the spurious90

SFs, we simplify the problem even further: we calculate synthetic waveforms91

generated by a purely isotropic source (1 Hz Ricker wavelet signature) in a92

medium without topography. In this way, the source generates only a P-wave,93

and all complex signatures can be attributed to the propagation effects. The94

different waves can be easily identified, allowing us to determine which waves95

are responsible for the spurious SF generation. The synthetic data are com-96

puted using the SKB code (Dietrich, 1988) based on the reflectivity method97
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of Kennett (1983), coupled with the wavenumber integration of Bouchon and98

Aki (1977).99

100

Following the results from the previous section, we assume that the mech-101

anism and the STF of the MT components are properly recovered, but not102

the amplitude. We therefore constrain the inversion to a fixed mechanism103

(explosion) and STF (1 Hz Ricker wavelet), and invert for the amplitudes of104

the explosion and of the SFs required to accommodate the modeling uncer-105

tainties. Hence, by constraining the mechanism, we focus exclusively on the106

SFs reconstruction due to the modeling errors.107

Synthetic data UTrue
Ex are calculated from an explosion in two models108

(“true” models, see tab. 1): 1) a 2-layer model M1
True to investigate velocity109

mismodeling effects, and 2) a homogeneous model M2
True, with a shallow-110

source location, to investigate mislocation effects. We also calculate a set111

of signals in an homogeneous model (hereinafter referred as “approximate”112

model Mapp, see tab. 1). This approximate model is equivalent to the model113

used in MTI in which Green’s functions are computed. Similarly to MTI of114

volcano data, this model is assumed to be the best model (usually homo-115

geneous) we have to represent the complex structure of the volcano. The116

signals are generated by an explosion (Uapp
Ex ) and SFs (Uapp

F ). In all models,117

the amplitude of the isotropic source is 1012 Nm, and the amplitude of the118

SFs in the Mapp model is 109 N.119

120

The data computed in the approximate model (Uapp
Ex and Uapp

F ) are used121

to reconstruct the synthetic signals (UTrue
Ex ) computed in the “true” models,122
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such as:123

UTrue
Ex = αEx Uapp

Ex + αF Uapp
F (1)

αEx and αF are the amplitudes of the explosion and of the SFs in the “ap-124

proximate” model, respectively, needed to fit the the synthetic data (isotropic125

source in the MTrue model). Since the sources have the same magnitude in126

the both true and approximate models, the amplitudes αEx and αF can be127

seen as normalised amplitudes or magnitude correction factors. In order to128

reconstruct the synthetic data, these parameters are inverted to minimize129

the least square difference between the two sides of this equations. This in-130

version is performed in the frequency domain. Since the velocity models are131

different, time shifts might exist between the data, which are corrected by132

inverting for complex coefficients αEx and αF . However, only the real part133

of these coefficients is later considered as the reconstructed imaginary part is134

negligible (more than 17 orders of magnitude smaller than the real part). In135

this inversion, either an explosion only (Ex), or an explosion and a vertical136

SF (Ex&Fz) or an explosion and two SFs (Ex&F) were considered. Hence,137

this is equivalent to a MTI where the MT part is constrained to an explosion138

with a known STF, and with or without SFs. We also define a misfit function139

in the least square sense as:140

MIS =

∑L
ti

[
UTrue

Ex (ti)− (αEx Uapp
Ex (ti) + αF Uapp

F (ti))
]2∑L

ti

[
UTrue

Ex (ti)
]2 (2)

3.1. Velocity mismodeling141

The synthetic data are computed in the 2-layer model (M1
True, see table142

1). To isolate the effects of the interface, the free surface is “switched off“,143
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leading to two joined half-spaces. The top layer (V p1=1600 m/s) contains144

a line of receivers 200 m above the interface. The explosion, in the second145

layer (V p2=2400 m/s), is located 200 m below the interface between the two146

layers. The simulation in the medium Mapp is carried out with the same147

geometry, but with a homogeneous velocity of 2000 m/s.148

149

The synthetic data (vertical component) are shown in figure 2a. Even150

though the explosive source only produces P-waves, the wavefield above the151

interface contains S-waves, generated by the P-to-S conversion at the inter-152

face, with amplitudes stronger than the transmitted P-waves. In the model153

Mapp, the explosive source produces only P-waves, whilst a vertical force at154

such large take-off angles mainly generates S-waves (fig. 2b). The wave-155

forms in fig. 2a looks very similar to the sum of the waveforms in fig 2b.156

Qualitatively, it seems that, to reconstruct the seismic waveforms generated157

in the two-layer medium, SFs are needed in the homogeneous medium in158

order to fit the high energy converted waves. Using the inversion process159

previously described, the misfit decreases from 51 % when an explosion only160

(Ex) is considered in eq. (1) to 12 % (αF=4.2 and αEx=1) when a verti-161

cal SF is included (Ex&Fz) in the inversion. Since they are no single forces162

in the original data for the two layered medium, these large SFs are spurious.163

164

We investigate the variations in amplitude of the apparent SFs as a func-165

tion of the contrast between the two layers, by changing the velocity V p1 in166

the top layer. The misfit between the reconstructed and synthetic data is167

given in fig. 2c, and fig. 2d shows the normalised amplitude of the explosion168
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αEx and SFs αF required in the approximate model. As expected, when169

there is no contrast, no SFs are found. When V p1 > V p2, although signifi-170

cant SFs can be found, the misfit does not change much whether or not SF171

are included. In contrast, the amplitude of the SF strongly increases when172

V p1 < V p2 (i.e. low velocity layer on top of the volcano), leading to a misfit173

value roughly constant for V p1 between 1400 and 2600 m/s. When V p1 is174

even lower, strong SF are still found, but the waveform reconstruction dete-175

riorates. These simple examples show that the presence of a mismodeled low176

velocity layer on the top of the volcano will lead to strong SF in the mecha-177

nism reconstruction with a high misfit difference between inversion with and178

without SF. As the layers in a volcano are certainly not horizontal, strong179

horizontal SFs might also be reconstructed to accommodate converted waves.180

181

The similarity of the response between the amplitude of the P-to-S con-182

verted waves and the Fz radiation pattern can be illustrated by comparing183

the theoretical AVA (Amplitude Versus Angle) response of i) an explosion in184

the two-layer medium M1
True, and ii) of a vertical SF and an explosion in the185

homogeneous medium Mapp, for both P and S waves (fig. 2e). This brings186

into play the radiation patterns of the source, the transmission coefficients187

and the geometrical spreading, as defined in Aki and Richards (2002). The188

angle is defined as the arctan(Xs/Zs), where Xs and Zs are the horizontal189

and vertical offset from the source, respectively. It corresponds to the inci-190

dence angle only in the homogenous case. In the medium Mapp, P-waves are191

coming from both the SF and the explosion, and S-wave are generated by192

the SF only. Both P transmitted and S converted waves generated by the ex-193
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plosion in the 2-layer medium have amplitudes that can be fitted remarkably194

well with an explosion and a SF in the homogeneous medium, especially for195

angles less than 50o. The amplitudes of the waves in the ”true“ and in the196

”approximate“ medium are still very similar for higher angles.197

198

3.2. Source mislocation199

A similar analysis is performed to evaluate why SFs appear in MTI when200

the source is mislocated (fig. 1b). Synthetic data are computed in the homo-201

geneous model M2
True with a free surface and a source located at 200 m depth202

(tab. 1). This model is approximated by the model Mapp, with the source at203

400 m depth, i.e. vertically mislocated by 200 m. Figure 3a shows the dataset204

calculated from an explosive source in both media. While P-waves look very205

similar, surface waves and S-converted waves at the surface strongly differ in206

amplitude. When a vertical SF is included in the model Mapp (fig. 3b), the207

waveform fit is far better, with a misfit decreasing from 37% (Ex only) to208

16% (Ex&Fz). The SF amplitude is once again very strong, with αEx = 1.1209

and αF = 2.9.210

211

We then modify the source depth Ztrue from 0 to 800 m in the modelM2
True212

(see Fig. 3c and d), while the source location in the Mapp model is kept at213

400 m depth. When the source in Mapp is shallower than Ztrue (i.e Ztrue >214

400 m), SFs are not reconstructed. On the other hand, for shallow sources215

mismodeled by deeper ones (i.e Ztrue < 400 m), the amplitudes of the SF216

increase with the depth errors and the misfit difference between Ex only and217

Ex&F reconstructions is quite strong. Hence, vertical SFs are found when218
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the source depth is over estimated. In the presence of topography, horizontal219

SFs may also be required to compensate for an imperfect source location, as220

shown in fig. 1.221

3.3. Other frequency range222

In order to generalise our findings to a broader frequency range, we carry223

out the same two tests as described in Sect. 3.1 and 3.2, for a suite of source-224

time functions (Ricker wavelets) with the central frequency ranging from 0.05225

to 2 Hz. The results are given in Figure 4. For the VLP wavelet (Fpeak=0.05226

Hz) without the inclusion of SFs, velocity mismodeling and mislocation re-227

sult in a small misfit between the synthetic and reconstructed data (0.25%228

and 4%, respectively, Figs. 4a and c). This is because the travel time dif-229

ferences caused by different velocity models and/or locations are negligible230

compared to the dominant period of STF. When a vertical SF is included,231

the misfits decrease to 0.07% and 2.2%, respectively, that is, by a factor of232

2-5. Although the absolute values of these decreases are small, spurious SFs233

of relatively large amplitudes are reconstructed, with αF=0.3 and αF=-1.5234

for the mismodeling and mislocation case, respectively (Figs. 4b and d) .235

236

Such a result is in agreement with Ohminato et al. (1998) and Chouet237

et al. (2003) for the mislocation case, even if they consider much smaller238

source location errors or deeper source. For the velocity mismodeling case,239

they both used homogeneous models with different velocities to compute240

Green’s functions and synthetic data. They found that no or very small spu-241

rious SFs are reconstructed. We agree with these authors that VLP inversion242

are not sensitive to a wrong homogeneous velocity. However, we showed here243
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that spurious SFs are generated to accommodate converted waves at layer244

interfaces, which were not present in their tests. Our approach suggests that,245

at all frequencies, both velocity mismodeling and source mislocation can re-246

sult in strong spurious SFs, which can heavily contaminate the real single247

forces, if they exist.248

4. Discussion and conclusion249

Using simple numerical examples, we showed that strong SFs are required250

to compensate for velocity mismodeling and source mislocation, for both LP251

and VLP signals. These examples are obviously too simple to reproduce the252

complexity of the seismic wavefield recorded in a volcanic environment, but253

they do capture the essence of the problems we face in terms of poor source254

locations and poorly constrained very near-surface velocity structure. They255

illustrate how spurious SFs are required in order to reconstruct the observed256

converted and surface waves, produced by an interface or the free surface.257

258

As the sources of the non-shearing volcanic seismicity are usually very259

shallow, take-off angles are large. Hence, a vertical SF mainly generates260

S-waves at the recording stations. If the medium is approximated with a261

smooth or homogeneous medium, converted P-to-S waves at any interfaces262

are not modeled and are accommodated by apparent SFs in the source. In263

particular, low velocity layers have been commonly observed on the top of the264

volcano, for examples on Mt Etna (Cauchie and Saccorotti, 2013), Vesuvius265

(Saccorotti et al., 2001) and Arenal (Mora et al., 2006). They are usually266

not considered in MTI. A location error of a few hundred meters is more the267
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rule than the exception in volcanic environments, and can lead to spurious268

SFs, to accommodate converted S-waves and surface waves. In both cases,269

the spurious SFs produce waves with comparable amplitudes as those from270

the MT part of the solution.271

272

Since shallow layers are usually not known, it may be useful to use SFs273

in MTI to accommodate errors arising from unmodeled layers (De Barros274

et al., 2011). However, such an approach requires a high-resolution seismic275

network, otherwise the MT solution might not be correctly reconstructed276

(Bean et al., 2008). In cases where SFs are actually real, they will be cor-277

rupted by strong spurious SFs which inevitably exist as demonstrated herein.278

Their physical processes cannot be unambiguously interpreted. On the other279

hand, the presence of strong SFs may give an indication of the presence of280

a layered structure and the best source location may be where the inversion281

misfits with and without forces are similar.282

283

The misfit difference between MTI with and without SFs may be quite284

large and comes from the mismodeling and not from inversion for the sources285

itself. Hence, the misfit cannot be used directly or through Akaike or BIC286

criteria to determine if SFs should be used in the inversion (O’Brien et al.,287

2010). We recommend that synthetic tests as outlined above with mismod-288

eling are undertaken in order to decide whether SFs should be included or289

not. As the source locations are shallow, stations above the source area are290

required to stabilize the inversion and achieve lower amplitude spurious SFs.291

Furthermore, as already noted by Bean et al. (2008), improving the source292
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mechanism reconstruction will firstly require improvements in velocity mod-293

els, especially in the shallow parts of the edifice.294
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SRC Zsrc (m) Vp (m/s)

M1
True Ex 400 1600/2400

M2
True Ex 200 2000

Mapp Ex/Ex&Fz 400 2000

Table 1: Velocity models used in this study. M1
True (layered model) and M2

True (shallow

source model) are the “true” models, and Mapp is the “approximate” model (equivalent

to the medium where the GFs are computed in a MTI). The data computed in the true

models with an explosive source are reconstructed using data generated in the model Mapp

by i) an explosion only (Ex) or ii) by an explosion and SF (Ex&F). Zsrc denotes the source

depth, while VP is the P-wave velocity used in the calculation. The 12 receivers are at

Z=0, with horizontal offsets ranging from 250m to 3000m from the source.
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Figure 1: Solutions of the Moment Tensor Inversion of synthetic data computed for a

vertical crack source (Mxx=3*Myy=3*Mzz) in the Mt Etna geometry. a) Data computed

in a layered medium and inverted with GFs calculated in a homogeneous medium; b)

Data computed in homogeneous medium and inverted with GFs calculated for a source

mislocated by 120 m downward and 90 m horizontally. For both cases, gray thick lines

are the true solutions and the black lines are the reconstructed solution for the 6 moment

components and the 3 SFs.
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Figure 2: Apparent SFs generated by a velocity model error. a) Synthetic “True” data

computed in the two-layer model (M1
True, with V p1=1600 m/s and V p2=2400 m/s), with

an explosion located 200 m below the interface. No free surface is included. Receivers are

200 m above the interface. b) Waveforms computed in the medium Mapp for an explosion

(thick line) and a vertical SF (thin red line). Note that each trace is normalized in a)

and b). c) Misfits in the reconstruction using an explosion only (Ex) and an explosion

and a vertical force (Ex&Fz), as a function of the velocity V p1 in the model M1
True. d)

Amplitude of the explosion (left scale, αEx) and the SF Fz (right scale, αF ) for the Ex only

and the Ex&Fz reconstruction. e) Theoretical Amplitude Versus Angle (AVA) response

for an explosion and a vertical SF in the homogeneous medium Mapp, and transmitted P-

and S- waves generated by an explosive source in the 2-layer medium M1
True.
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Figure 3: Apparent SFs generated by an incorrect source location. a) Synthetic data

computed in the “true” model (M2
True) with an explosive source located at Ztrue=200 m

(thick lines) and in the “approximate” medium Mapp with an 400m-deep explosive source

(Ex) (thin red lines). b) Same as a) with explosive and vertical SF (Ex&Fz) sources in the

model Mapp. c) Misfit between the two data-sets using Ex only or Ex&Fz in the model

Mapp, as a function of the depth Ztrue of the source in the “true” model. d) Amplitude

of the explosion (αEx, left scale) and the force Fz (αF , rigth scale) for the reconstruction

using an explosion only (Ex) only and an explosion and vertical force (Ex&Fz).
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Figure 4: Generation of spurious SFs as a function of the peak frequency Fpeak of the

source time function (Ricker wavelet). Velocity mismodeling case (same set-up as for

fig. 2): a) misfit between the synthetic data and the reconstructed waveforms using an

explosion only (Ex, solid line) and an explosion and a vertical SF (Ex+SF, dashed line),

b) the amplitude αF of the vertical SF. c) and d) are the same as a) and b) but for the

source mislocation case (same set-up as for fig. 3). Note that the spurious SF changes

sign with the increasing frequency, and is therefore null for Fpeak=0.35 Hz.
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